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Abstract

We present results from an asymptotic magnetohydrodynamic model that is suited for studying11

the rapidly rotating, low viscosity regime typical of the electrically conducting fluid interiors of12

planets and stars. We show that the presence of sufficiently strong magnetic fields prevents the13

formation of large-scale vortices and saturates the inverse cascade at a finite length-scale. This14

saturation corresponds to an equilibrated state in which the energetics of the depth-averaged flows15

are characterized by a balance of convective power input and ohmic dissipation. A quantitative16

criteria delineating the transition between finite-size flows and domain-filling (large-scale) vortices17

in electrically conducting fluids is found. By making use of the inferred and observed properties of18

planetary interiors, our results suggest that convection-driven large-scale vortices do not form in19

the electrically conducting regions of many bodies.20
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The subsurface regions of stars and the fluid cores of planets are typically character-21

ized by rapid rotation, buoyancy-driven convective turbulence, and electromagnetic fields22

generated by the dynamo mechanism that converts the kinetic energy of fluid motion into23

electromagnetic energy. The dynamical state of such systems is characterized by several24

non-dimensional parameters, including the Reynolds number, ReH = UH/ν, the Ekman25

number, EH = ν/(2ΩH2), and the Rossby number, RoH = U/(2ΩH). Here U and H rep-26

resent a typical speed and length-scale of the flow, ν is the kinematic viscosity and Ω is27

the rotation rate. The Reynolds, Ekman and Rossby numbers represent the relative sizes28

of inertia to viscous forces, viscous forces to the Coriolis force, and inertia to the Coriolis29

force, respectively. Rapidly rotating turbulent flows are characterized by ReH � 1 and30

EH � RoH � 1. An important physical property of electrically conducting fluids is the31

magnetic Prandtl number, Pm = ν/η, where η is the magnetic diffusivity. For the Earth’s32

liquid outer core these parameters are estimated to be ReH ≈ 108, EH ≈ 10−15, RoH ≈ 10−733

and Pm ≈ 10−6 [1]. In contrast, the most extreme direct numerical simulation (DNS) spher-34

ical dynamo study to date [2] used values of EH = 5 × 10−8 and Pm = 10−1, and reached35

ReH ≈ 5× 103. Although of crucial importance for understanding magnetohydrodynamics36

(MHD), it is unknown how the results of such DNS studies extrapolate to natural systems.37

For flows with sufficiently large values of ReH , and subject to a broad variety of forcing38

mechanisms, rapidly rotating three-dimensional turbulence gives rise to the formation of39

motions with large lateral scales relative to the forcing scale [3–7]. Such flows result from40

an inverse energy cascade that leads to a net transfer of kinetic energy from the small-scale41

motions to large-scale motions of the flow. For hydrodynamic, non-magnetic turbulence,42

the ultimate scale at which the inverse cascade ceases is dependent upon the geometry. In43

a Cartesian geometry with equal horizontal dimensions, the cascade leads to domain-filling44

large-scale vortices (LSVs) [5, 7, 8]. In a spherical geometry, the inverse cascade is halted at45

the so-called Rhines scale [9]. The Rhines scale represents a dynamical cross-over between46

eddy dynamics that dominate on small-scales and Rossby wave dynamics that dominate on47

large-scales; it is thought to control the latitudinal extent of alternating winds in the outer,48

electrically-insulating fluid regions of giant planet atmospheres [10].49

It has been suggested, based on the results of DNS studies [8, 11, 12], that inverse-cascade-50

generated LSVs might be important for generating large-scale (i.e. domain-scale) magnetic51

fields in planets and stars. However, rapid rotation alone is sufficient for generating large-52
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scale magnetic fields [13], even for laminar, small-Reynolds-number flows that lack an inverse53

cascade [14–16]. In the asymptotic limit of rapid rotation, LSVs are unimportant for the54

onset of dynamo action [16]. However, the influence of magnetic field on the inverse cascade55

remains poorly understood due, in large part, to the limited parameter range of previous56

DNS studies. It is evident that the Rossby number, in particular, is not low enough in many57

DNS investigations to be applicable to planetary systems; this effect is evident in DNS58

studies in which LSVs shows a preference for cyclonic circulation (i.e. in the same direction59

as the system rotation vector) [4, 8]. For sufficiently small Rossby numbers the LSV consists60

of a dipolar vortex with no preference for a particular circulation direction [17]. Thus, lower61

Rossby number simulations are necessary to better understand the planetary regime.62

It should be noted that rapid rotation is not a requirement for the inverse cascade. Previ-63

ous work has shown that imposed magnetic fields can also lead to an inverse energy cascade64

[18–20]. In addition, studies of two-dimensional turbulence have shown that sufficiently65

strong magnetic fields [21] and Lorentz-force-like forcing terms [22] can disrupt the inverse66

cascade. Here we find that a similar effect occurs in rapidly rotating, convection-driven67

turbulence, which represents a system that is more applicable to the study of planets and68

stars.69

Although previous work has suggested that the presence of magnetic fields can prevent70

the formation of large-scale structures in rapidly rotating convective systems [12], no sys-71

tematic study has been performed to date that fully elucidates the physical mechanism72

by which a magnetic field influences the inverse cascade. In this regard, we explore the73

problem by utilizing an asymptotically reduced form of the governing equations of MHD74

[13], that is valid in the geo- and astrophysically relevant limits of (EH , RoH , Pm)→ 0 with75

ReH � 1. We consider rotating Rayleigh-Bénard convection in a horizontally-periodic plane76

layer of incompressible fluid of depth H, with constant vertical gravity and rotation vectors77

(g = −gez and Ω = Ωez, respectively, where ez is the vertical unit vector). A constant78

temperature difference ∆θ between the top and bottom boundaries is maintained to drive79

convective motions. Here we provide only a brief overview of the derivation of the model.80

Further details can be found in previous work [13, 15, 16, 23, 24]. We assume that the small81

convective spatial scale l and the Rayleigh number RaH = gα∆θH3/(κν) (α is the ther-82

mal expansion coefficient and κ is the thermal diffusivity) scale, respectively, as E
1/3
H H and83

E
−4/3
H , as informed from linear theory [25]. These scalings ensure scale separation between l84
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and the depth of the layer such that ε ≡ l/H = E
1/3
H � 1, which translates into separation85

between the small-scale coordinate system (x, y, z) and the domain-scale, vertical coordinate86

Z = εz. The equations are separated into mean (averaged over the small horizontal scales)87

and fluctuating components. We then expand each dependent variable (f , say) in a power88

series of the form f = f0 + ε1/2f1/2 + εf1 + . . ., take the limit ε → 0, and collect terms of89

equal magnitude in the resulting system of equations. Upon integrating on the small verti-90

cal coordinate z, we obtain the following system for the asymptotically reduced equations91

(where the ordering subscripts on the variables have been dropped):92

D⊥t ζ − ∂Zw = Q̃B · ∇⊥jz +∇2
⊥ζ, (1)

93

D⊥t w + ∂Zψ =
R̃a

Pr
ϑ+ Q̃B · ∇⊥bz +∇2

⊥w, (2)

94

D⊥t ϑ+ w∂ZΘ =
1

Pr
∇2
⊥ϑ, (3)

95

∂Z(wϑ) =
1

Pr
∂2ZΘ, (4)

96

0 = B · ∇⊥ζ +∇2
⊥jz, (5)

97

0 = B · ∇⊥w +∇2
⊥bz. (6)

The overbar denotes an average over fast spatiotemporal scales, and we use the notation98

D⊥t = ∂t +u⊥ ·∇⊥ and ∇⊥ = (∂x, ∂y). The geostrophic streamfunction (pressure) is denoted99

by ψ and defined by u⊥ = −∇⊥ × (ψez); ζ = ∇2
⊥ψ is the axial vorticity and w is the100

vertical velocity; ϑ and Θ are the fluctuating and horizontally averaged temperature; B, bz101

and jz = ez · ∇⊥ × b are the mean magnetic field, fluctuating vertical magnetic field and102

vertical current density, respectively; R̃a and Q̃ are, respectively, the asymptotically reduced103

Rayleigh and Chandrasekhar numbers (see below). For the above set of equations, time has104

been scaled by the small-scale (horizontal) viscous diffusion timescale l2/ν, the magnetic105

field has been scaled by the magnitude of the mean magnetic field B, and temperature has106

been scaled by ∆θ. We impose a mean, horizontal magnetic field defined by107

B =

√
2

2
[(cos(πZ)− cos(3πZ)) ex − cos(πZ)ey] , (7)

that satisfies perfectly conducting electromagnetic boundary conditions. Mean magnetic108

fields of similar spatial structure are found to be generated by dynamo action near the onset109
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of rotating Rayleigh-Bénard convection [12, 14, 16, 26]. Even for strongly forced convection,110

the mean field appears to retain a spiralling structure [12, 16]. The use of an imposed, rather111

than self-generated, magnetic field allows for precise control of the field magnitude. We112

also utilize the quasi-static MHD approximation on the small convective scale, valid for the113

small values of Pm typical of planetary and stellar interiors. The dynamics are controlled by114

three non-dimensional parameters: the asymptotically-scaled Chandrasekhar number, Q̃ =115

QHE
2/3
H (where QH = B2H2/(µ0ρνη) and µ0 is the magnetic permeability of free space); the116

asymptotically-scaled Rayleigh number, R̃a = RaHE
4/3
H ; and the thermal Prandtl number,117

Pr = ν/κ. Here (R̃a, Q̃) = O(1) (or, more specifically, R̃a, Q̃ < ε−1/2 so that buoyancy118

and the Lorentz force do not enter lower orders of the asymptotic expansion) and we use119

Pr = 1 in order to allow for comparison with previous studies. For the Earth’s outer core,120

EH = O(10−15), and the asymptotic model captures dynamically relevant values of RaH =121

O(1020) and QH = O(1010). The boundary conditions for (1)-(6) are impenetrable, stress-122

free, fixed-temperature and perfectly electrically conducting. The equations are discretized123

in the horizontal and vertical dimensions with Fourier series and Chebyshev polynomials,124

respectively. The horizontal size of the domain of integration is set to 10 times the critical125

wavelength at the onset of convection in both the x and y directions. The time-stepping is126

performed with a third order Runge-Kutta scheme [27]. Simulations of the hydrodynamical127

version (Q̃ = 0) of (1)-(6) have shown excellent quantitative agreement with laboratory128

experiments and DNS [17, 28].129

Numerical simulations were performed over a broad range of Q̃ and R̃a (see Supplemental130

Material at [URL will be inserted by the publisher] for details of the numerical simulations131

performed in this study), allowing for the investigation of flow regimes ranging from laminar132

magnetoconvection, up through rapidly rotating magnetoconvective turbulence. For Q̃ = 0,133

R̃a ≥ 40 generates sufficiently turbulent flows that result in the formation of an LSV [5].134

The left panel of Figure 1 show instantaneous snapshots of the volume-rendered geostrophic135

streamfunction (pressure) and vertically integrated axial vorticity for Q̃ = 0, R̃a = 160. In136

the rapidly rotating limit considered here, the LSV is dipolar in structure and fills the hor-137

izontal extent of the domain such that the (energetically) dominant horizontal wavenumber138

is the box scale, k = 1, where k is the modulus of the horizontal wavenumber k. In agree-139

ment with previous studies [5, 6, 29], the baroclinic, convective dynamics is not significantly140

affected by the presence of the LSV. The central and right panels of Figure 1 show the141
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corresponding cases with non-dimensional magnetic field strengths of Q̃ = 1 and Q̃ = 2,142

respectively, for R̃a = 160. It is evident that stronger magnetic fields yield a significant143

reduction in the strength of the horizontal box-scale mode of the depth-averaged motion, to144

the point that it is no longer visible.145
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FIG. 1. Simulation snapshots. Volumetric renderings of the geostrophic streamfunction (ψ, top

row) and the depth-averaged axial vorticity (〈ζ〉, bottom row). All plots correspond to a reduced

Rayleigh number of R̃a = 160. Three values of the reduced Chandrasekhar number are shown:

Q̃ = 0 (first column), Q̃ = 1 (second column) and Q̃ = 2 (third column).
146

147

The formation of the LSV is due to transfer of energy from the convective length-scale148

(where energy is injected) to the largest scales allowed in the system. This process is149

described by the spectral evolution equation for the barotropic (vertically integrated, hori-150

zontal) kinetic energy Kbt(k),151

∂tKbt(k) = Tk + Fk + Lk +Dk. (8)

The four terms on the right-hand side are: (1) the transfer of energy between barotropic152

modes of wavenumber k,153

Tk =
∑

|k|=k

Re {〈ψ〉∗k ◦ Fk [J [〈ψ〉 , 〈ζ〉]]} ,
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where 〈ψ〉k is the horizontal Fourier transform of the vertically averaged streamfunction154

〈ψ〉, the superscript ∗ denotes a complex conjugate, Fk[·] indicates the horizontal Fourier155

transform of the argument in square brackets, J [·] is the Jacobian differential operator acting156

on the arguments in square brackets, the symbol ◦ indicates a Hadamard (element-wise)157

product (both 〈ψ〉k and Fk [J [〈ψ〉 , 〈ζ〉]] are two-dimensional matrices), Re {·} is the real158

part of the argument in curly brackets and the sum is taken over all horizontal wavenumbers;159

(2) the transfer of energy between the barotropic and baroclinic (convective) modes160

Fk =
∑

|k|=k

Re {〈ψ〉∗k ◦ Fk [〈J [ψ′, ζ ′]〉]} ;

(3) the transfer of energy to the barotropic mode from the baroclinic magnetic field161

Lk = −
∑

|k|=k

Q̃Re
{
〈ψ〉∗k ◦ Fk

[〈
B · ∇j′z

〉]}
;

and (4) the viscous dissipation of the barotropic mode162

Dk =
∑

|k|=k

Re
{
|k|2 〈ψ〉∗k ◦ 〈ζ〉k

}
= −2k2Kbt(k).

With the above definitions, positive (negative) values of Tk and Fk indicate energy is being163

transferred to (from) the barotropic mode k from the interaction of all the other modes.164

Both Lk and Dk are negative-definite.165

Calculating each of the above functions allows for quantifying the transfer of energy166

across different spatial scales; the results are shown in Figure 2 for R̃a = 160. In the Q̃ = 0167168

case, as previously documented [5], there is a net transfer of energy to the largest scales of169

the barotropic mode due mostly to the non-linear interaction with the baroclinic dynamics170

(Fk), and partly to the interaction between different components of the barotropic flow (Tk).171

Since the sum of these two terms is greater than the dissipation Dk, there is a net growth172

of barotropic kinetic energy at large-scales, leading to the formation of the LSV. For large-173

scale flows, viscous friction can only become important when the flow speeds become large.174

Because of this, the formation of the LSV leads to a slow growth of the barotropic kinetic175

energy with time (see Supplemental Material at [URL will be inserted by the publisher] for176

time series of the kinetic energy for R̃a = 40 and R̃a = 160 cases and different values of177

Q̃). For Q̃ = 0.1 the presence of the magnetic field allows for the transfer of energy between178

baroclinic magnetic energy and barotropic kinetic energy (via Lk), which contributes to179
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FIG. 2. Spectral energy transfer functions. All functions are averaged over a period of time in

which the convective (baroclinic) dynamics are statistically stationary, as indicated by the time

evolution of the vertical Reynolds number R̃e (see Supplemental Material at [URL will be inserted

by the publisher] for time series of kinetic energy and R̃e for representative cases). Magnetic field

strength (as characterized by the Chandrasekhar number Q̃) increases from left to right, with a fixed

Rayleigh number of R̃a = 160. Each plot illustrates the energetic contributions to wavenumber k

of the depth-averaged (barotropic) flow, from the other baroclinic and barotropic modes (Tk and

Fk), from the Lorentz force (Lk) and from viscous dissipation (Dk). Positive (negative) values

indicate energy is being transferred to (from) the k-th barotropic mode.

the dissipation of energy at large-scales. Indeed, Q̃
〈
B · ∇j′z

〉
= −Q̃

〈∑
k k
−2|B · k|2 〈ζ〉k

〉
180

acts as a dissipative term, proportional to the barotropic component of ζk. Since Fk is181

still dominant at larger scales, there is a net growth of barotropic kinetic energy and LSV182

formation. The net positive transfer of energy in these cases is due to the temporal averages183

being calculated over a time-span over which the inverse cascade has not been completely184

saturated. With time, the dissipation (both viscous and ohmic) grows in magnitude and185

eventually balances the baroclinic-to-barotropic and the barotropic-to-barotropic transfers,186

but the dominant wavenumber remains k = 1. As Q̃ is increased we find that an inverse187

cascade (towards scales larger than the injection scale k = 10) is still present. However, Fk188

and Tk no longer transport energy to the largest scales (notice the kinetic energy peak at189

k = 5 for Q̃ = 2 in Figure 2), and the ohmic dissipation (Lk) increases in magnitude to190

8



counterbalance Fk and Tk. LSVs do not form in such cases, leading to a rapid saturation of191

the kinetic energy.192

In Figure 3 we show the barotropic kinetic energy spectra for the R̃a = 160 case. The193

formation of an LSV for Q̃ = 0 and Q̃ = 0.1 is evident by the dominance of the box-scale194

mode. For Q̃ = 1 and Q̃ = 2 the inverse cascade causes local maxima to be present at195

k = 2 and k = 5, respectively. The k−3 slope shown in the plot is expected in the inertial196

subrange, which is consistent with forward enstrophy cascade [30], and at the largest scale197

in presence of large-scale condensates [3, 5]. The k = −5/3 line is added for reference.198

10
0

10
1

10
2

10
-5

10
0

FIG. 3. Depth- and time-averaged, barotropic kinetic energy (Kbt) spectra for a fixed Rayleigh

number of R̃a = 160 and different values of the Chandrasekhar number Q̃. Lines of slope k−5/3

and k−3 are shown for reference. In all cases, energy is injected through convection around k = 10.

For the values of R̃a and Q̃ considered here, Figure 4(a) shows that the presence of199

magnetic field does not have an appreciable influence on the convective (vertical) flow speeds,200

as characterized by the rms small-scale Reynolds number, R̃e. For R̃a = 160 the relative201

difference in R̃e is less than 30% between the Q̃ = 0 and Q̃ = 2 cases. The threshold for202

LSV formation for Q̃ = 0 is R̃e & 10; all of the magnetic cases with R̃a & 40 satisfy this203

hydrodynamic criteria, showing that R̃e alone is insufficient for determining when an LSV204

forms. To better characterize the conditions that favor LSV formation in the presence of205

magnetic field, we calculate the reduced magnetic interaction parameter Ñ [31]206

Ñ =
Q̃

R̃e
' |Q̃B · ∇⊥b|
|u⊥ · ∇⊥u⊥|

, (9)

where b and u are the small-scale magnetic and velocity fields, respectively. The interaction207

parameter is a measure of the relative magnitudes of the Lorentz force and non-linear ad-208
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FIG. 4. (a) Reynolds number R̃e and (b) interaction parameter Ñ = Q̃/R̃e as a function of R̃a for

different values of Q̃. Values of R̃e are time averaged as in Figures 2 and 3 and the error bars in

(a) represent the fluctuations around the mean value, measured by the standard deviation. Error

bars on Ñ would not be clearly visible on this plot and have been omitted. The filled red circles

in (b) indicate large-scale vortex (LSV) formation. The black horizontal line marks the threshold

Ñ = 0.013 above which no LSV is observed.

vection. Figure 4(b) shows that the formation of an LSV is possible for Ñ . 0.013. Above209

this threshold the magnetic field plays a significant role in the dynamics, despite the large210

R̃e. The exact threshold value likely depends on the geometry of the mean-field.211

Our results suggest that it is possible to determine whether LSVs form in natural settings,212

based on properties that are either directly observable, or inferred from measurements, lab-213
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FIG. 5. Interaction parameter Ñ = R̃e
−1
Q̃ for Jupiter as a function of the non-dimensional radius

r/RJ , where RJ is the equatorial radius. The blue and red dots are calculated by estimating the

large-scale magnetic field intensity to be given by the JRM09 magnetic field model [32] truncated

at spherical harmonic degrees l = 1 and l = 8, respectively. The case l = 1 corresponds to a dipolar

field and for l > 8 the power in the field components drops below 1% of the power contained in

the dipolar field. Viscosity, electrical conductivity and density are taken from Ref. 33, and R̃e is

calculated from zonally-averaged meridional flow speeds that are estimated from Cassini spacecraft

observations [34]. The horizontal black line demarcates the Ñ = 0.013 threshold.

oratory experiments and numerical simulations. For instance, ab-initio calculations can be214

used to constrain the radial variation of density, viscosity and electrical conductivity within215

Jupiter [33]. Magnetic field models of Jupiter, as obtained from the recent Juno spacecraft216

observations [32], help to estimate Q̃ in the outermost layers of the planet, where electrical217

conductivity is small. To estimate R̃e we use zonal-mean meridional velocities derived from218

Cassini spacecraft observations [34], which most likely constitute a lower bound on the con-219

vective velocities, and assume they do not change significantly with depth. Together, this220

data suggests that Ñ ≥ 0.013 for r . 0.87RJ , where r is the distance from the center of221

Jupiter and RJ is the equatorial radius (see Figure 5). This depth agrees with the location222

of the dynamo region’s upper limit estimated from ab-initio calculations [33], from numeri-223

cal simulation results [35] and from the depth of zonal flows based on Juno’s gravitational224

field observations [36] (although it is somewhat deeper than the estimated depth reached225
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by deep zonal jets [36–38]), suggesting that the observed large-scale vortices [39] and winds226

do not penetrate into the dynamo region of Jupiter. For the Earth’s outer core we estimate227

R̃e = 103 and Q̃ ≈ 3 × 105 for accepted values of core flow speed and viscosity [40] and a228

magnetic field intensity of 3 mT [41]. These two values give Ñ ≈ 300, which is well above229

the threshold of Ñ ≈ 0.013 identified from Figure 4(b). We conclude that, at the present230

time, convectively-generated LSVs are likely not present in the Earth’s core.231
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